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Abstract
Sinapse is an automatic software synthesis system that produces code for mathemat-
ical modeling. Physical problems are very often modeled as sets of partial differential
equations and they are mostly solved numerically. Sinapse focuses on generating
programs to solve partial differential equations by using a class of approximation
algorithms called finite difference methods.
Only a convergent finite difference scheme can solve a differential problem cor-
rectly. A scheme is convergent when it is both consistent and stable. In order to
improve the performance of Sinapse, there is a need for analyzing finite difference
schemes automatically.
In this thesis project, I designed and implemented an automatic numerical anal-
ysis package with functions that can generate finite difference operators for single
derivatives and their combinations, compute local truncation errors and represent
their orders in a standard way, combine and simplify truncation errors, generate fi-
nite difference operators when the desired accuracy is given, and analyze user-specified
discretizations. I also made an attempt to automate the testing for stability.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 VI-A Master's Thesis Project
The majority of this thesis project was done during the spring semester and the
summer session in 1993. During that period, I was on my third VI-A co-op assignment
at Schlumberger Laboratory for Computer Science, which was renamed Schlumberger
Austin Research in March, 1994. I was working in the Modeling and Simulation group
and was involved in the development of Sinapse, a software synthesis system.
My thesis project was carried out under the supervision of Prof. Jacob White in
the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at MIT and with
I)r. Elaine Kant as my direct supervisor at Schlumberger.
1.2 Sinapse
Sinapse is a software synthesis system that generates code in a number of program-
ming languages, such as Fortran 77, C and Connection Machine Fortran, from spec-
ifications of mathematical problems and algorithm methods given by mathematical
modelers. Although Sinapse can generate several different types of codes, its knowl-
edge focuses on finite difference methods for solving partial differential equations in
wave propagation problems.
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1.3 Project Flow
Mathematically-based techniques for software construction are playing an increasing
role in software engineering. My project therefore starts from a theoretical math-
ematical angle to mechanize the construction of algorithms in software for solving
partial differential equations.
This thesis project first addressed the analysis of the truncation errors of finite
difference operators, which are algebraic expressions for approximating the partial
derivatives of functions in quasi-linear partial differential equations. Mathematicians
and engineers have developed many discrete operators and have done the analyses
for different types of errors to different extents. I have designed an analysis program
for the truncation errors and have implemented it in Mathematica. With this error
analysis program, I proceeded to automate the process of designing finite difference
operators based on requirements such as the order of accuracy and the type of differ-
encing. This same toolkit can be used to analyze the accuracy of any finite difference
approximation for a given partial differential equation.
The scope of my project is the class of quasi-linear partial differential equations
although some equations not in this class are addressed. In the course of analyz-
ing truncation errors of finite difference operators, I devoted some time to studying
the performance of automating the generation of approximation operators in some
special cases, for examples, quadratic and higher order systems of partial differential
equations.
A theoretical approach to determining the stability of finite difference schemes
and the feasibility of implementation were also studied.
The whole project aimed at providing more systematic knowledge about finite
difference methods for the new version of Sinapse. With this knowledge, Sinapse will
be able to present alternative algorithms to the users, make choices automatically
when possible, and otherwise evaluate the combinations of the choices selected by the
application user.
9
1.4 Outline of Thesis Report
Six more chapters follow this introduction.
Chapter 2 describes Sinapse and the role it plays in scientific computation. The
chapter discusses the need to automate the numerical analysis of the approximation
schemes used in Sinapse, and the way my thesis evolved. It also addresses other
possible directions of research.
Chapter 3 gives the details of the mathematics of using finite difference methods to
approximate partial differential equations. Common types of finite difference methods
used in Sinapse are noted. The concepts of consistency, stability, convergence, local
truncation error and global error are clarified in the context of the numerics in Sinapse.
Chapter 4 outlines the strategy of discretizing partial differential equations, i.e.,
the generation of finite difference operators given the stencil and the evaluation point.
There is a description of the mathematics involved, namely, the LaGrange interpola-
tion and differentiation. Chapter 4 also has a discussion on computing the order of
accuracy of any finite difference approximation. Here I define the notation we used to
describe truncation errors in Sinapse. There is a summary of the orders of accuracy
of some common finite difference methods such as central differencing. Then there
is a section talking about the rules used to combine and simplify error terms, and
the rationale behind the development of such rules. There is an example described
as illustration of how a set of partial differential equations are discretized. Another
approach to extrapolation is also discussed.
Chapter 5 talks about further applications of such numerical analysis automation:
How does it produce a finite difference operator/discretization given the desired order
of accuracy? How does it analyze any discretization specified by a user of Sinapse?
There is also a discussion on the handling of special cases, namely sums and products
of derivatives, derivatives of products, and mixed derivatives.
Chapter 6 talks about the stability of finite difference schemes. The type of
stability we are interested in is defined and justified. Both the theories and the
feasibility of implementing any automatic stability analysis are reported.
10
Chapter 7 summarizes the current use of these automatic numerical analysis toolk-
its in Sinapse. Some time performance results are reported here. There is a discussion
on the power and some limitations of Mathematica I discovered during the course of
the project. Chapter 7 also summarizes the approaches of future work in the area.
11
Chapter 2
Sinapse
2.1 What is it?
Sinapse is a software synthesis system that generates code from specifications of math-
ematical equations and numerical algorithm methods. It applies some general auto-
matic programming techniques to the domain of mathematical modeling. The domain
of mathematical modeling satisfies many of the requirements for successful software
synthesis. Mathematical problems can be specified much more naturally and concisely
than problems in other domains. Also, the algorithmic knowledge of mathematics,
which is essential in program generation, can be built systematically and incremen-
tally into the knowledge base of the system.
Sinapse aims at increasing productivity of the modelers. One motivation for its
development is the need for efficient implementation of complex algorithms on rapidly
changing architectures with high-speed target code. For example, parallel supercom-
puters are making 3-D numerical modeling feasible even on large gigabyte-sized data
sets. If such a support tool in scientific computing is developed successfully, the work
of modelers will be eased when faced with rapidly changing hardware platforms and
tlhe need for exploring new modeling techniques and numerical algorithms. Also, the
human errors in normal hand coding are avoided.
12
2.2 Use of Numerical Algorithms in Sinapse
Sinapse focuses on generating modeling software that solves partial differential equa-
tions. For types of equations known to the system, Sinapse can convert symbolic
specifications of a physical problem into a mathematical model that relates the time
and space derivatives, or it can start from the mathematical model directly. Along
with other problem parameters, the specifications describe the spatial regions over
which the equations are valid. A continuous geometry is specified and then discretized
into finite difference grids.
In the specification, the modeler also chooses an abstract algorithm class, such as
finite difference, and the specializations of the algorithm, which will be discussed in
Chapter 3 in more detail. These choices fundamentally specify the discrete numerical
approximations of the continuous differential relationships between the physical vari-
ables. Basing on these choices, Sinapse maps the derivative patterns onto difference
operators, i.e., algebraic expressions involving the variables defined on the discrete
grid points.
2.3 How my Thesis Evolved
Although the basics for automating the mapping of derivatives onto difference oper-
ators were developed in earlier versions of Sinapse, the automatic analysis of these
finite difference schemes needed to be designed and implemented.
An approximation scheme is only acceptable for solving a specific partial differen-
tial equation when it is convergent. A scheme is said to be convergent, in an informal
sense, when its solutions approximate the solution of the corresponding equation and
when the approximation improves as the grid spacings tend to zero. Therefore there
was a need to analyze the approximation methods, to tell how accurate they were, and
to develop criteria for selecting a good approximation scheme given the characteristics
of the differential problem.
In all the finite difference schemes, whenever we replace a derivative by an algebraic
13
approximation in the form of a difference operator, a numerical error is introduced.
We usually express this local truncation error in terms of its order with respect to
the grid intervals. One of the major achievements in this thesis was to automate the
generation of the local truncation error, given an approximation scheme.
A complete automatic synthesis process requires the generation of finite difference
operators given the derivative and the evaluation point, i.e., the point at which the
derivative is approximated, expressed as a relative position to a grid point. It also
has to combine and simplify the local truncation errors introduced by the various
finite difference approximations, which in turn requires the standardization of the
form of representation. Other related studies and automations were made as their
needs appeared.
2.4 Other Thesis Directions Explored
Besides automating the numerical analysis of finite difference scheme, some other
possible enhancements/extensions for Sinapse were also considered.
I have considered automating the recognition of parabolic equations and hyper-
bolic equations. There is a big distinction in how these two types of equations should
be discretized if coarse grids are used. If very fine grids are used, the difference is less
substantial. The current application of Sinapse focuses mainly on hyperbolic equa-
tions, but this automatic recognition may be a future development when the scope
of Sinapse's application broadens.
At the beginning of the project, I also spent some time trying to formalize the
models of finite difference approximation algorithms into theories (based on Smith
and Lowry's work [9]). An algorithm theory represents the structure of a class of
algorithms. This approach can be viewed as providing inference rules for various
problem-solving methods of algorithmic paradigms. Advantages to this approach of
formal derivation of algorithms are:
* We can abstract away implementation concerns about programming language
and style, control strategy, target architecture, etc. This is also true of Sinapse's
14
program transformation approach.
* This approach derives abstract programs (schemes) as theorems in the abstract
theory and these theorems can be applied to concrete problems.
* This enables the development of generic and thus highly-reusable design tactics
on the basis of the abstract theory.
* This approach has much in common with current approaches to abstract data
types and algebraic specifications.
* Algorithm theories can be combined to allow the inference of hybrid algorithms.
Although this approach first looked very useful to our existing system, the complete
formal development was proved to be too difficult and tedious, whereas the usefulness
of automating the numerical analysis of partial difference approximations was more
readily seen.
Another possibility was to study the common boundary problems and design more
techniques to automate how they should be handled. This is challenging because
different boundary problems introduce different complications to the approximation
schemes. However, since it was hard to define an area with reasonable limits as a
thesis project, the idea was dropped.
15
Chapter 3
Mathematics Background
The numerical solution of partial differential equations is a broad subject. This
chapter summarizes only the background knowledge about the field that is relevant
to the Sinapse software synthesis system and my thesis.
3.1 Partial Differential Equations
The mathematical models of many analyses and simulations of physical phenomena
in science and engineering involve the rates of change with respect to some indepen-
dent variable(s). These independent variables often represent the time and spatial
dimensions. This leads to a partial differential equation or a set of partial differential
equations.
For example, many second-order equations in two dimensions are of the form:
02. 02$ 02$ d0$ 0
a- 2 +b c- d + e-- = (3.1)
a2 a9xy ay2 ax Oy
This partial differential equation can fall into 3 classes: elliptic when b2 - 4ac < 0,
parabolic when b2 - 4ac = 0 and hyperbolic when b2 - 4ac > 0. This classification is
based on the shape of the equation's characteristic, or curve of information propaga-
tion. The best known elliptic equations are Poisson equation and Laplace's equation,
in which the two independent variables represent two spatial dimensions. Problems
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involving time as one independent variable usually lead to parabolic or hyperbolic
equations. The heat equation is an example of a parabolic equation. In Sinapse, we
focus more on hyperbolic equations which generally originate from vibration prob-
lems, often simply known as wave propagation problems.
Most of the partial differential problems we deal with are of the initial-boundary
value type. The values of the dependent variable at some initial time, to, are given
and those values on the boundaries of the domain have to satisfy certain boundary
conditions. The boundary conditions have to be considered in determining what type
of approximation to use.
Sometimes when there are only two independent variables, a hyperbolic partial
differential equation can be solved analytically by the method of characteristics. This
exploits the fact that along certain directions in the domain, the solution of the partial
differential equation can be reduced to the integration of an ordinary differential
equation. However, the programming of the method of characteristics, especially for
problems involving a set of simultaneous equations, is much more difficult than the
programming of finite difference methods.
Sinapse is currently implemented to solve partial differential equations mostly
by finite difference methods because they are very applicable to wave propagation
problems and are not restricted to problems for which no analytical solutions can
be found. Future development may upgrade Sinapse to use analytical solutions and
finite elements methods as well.
3.2 Finite Difference Methods
There are two types of approximation methods: analytical and numerical. Analytical
approximation methods often provide extremely useful information concerning the
character of the solution of the critical values of the dependent variables but tend
to be more difficult to apply. A frequently used and universally applicable class of
numerical approximations are the finite difference methods.
Finite difference methods are approximate in the sense that derivatives at a point
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are approximated by difference quotients over a small interval, i.e., 0a is replaced by
a~ where Ax is small and other independent variables are constants; but the solutions
are not approximate in the sense of being crude estimates. Finite difference methods
generally give solutions that are either as accurate as the data warrant or as accurate
as is necessary for the technical purposes for which the solutions are required.
Many finite difference approximation schemes are made up from the different
combinations of the following primitive difference operators:
d~P 1
d 2-A-z{q (x + x) - (x - x)} (3.2)dx 2Ax
d2.4M 1{ (x + Ax) - 2A(x) + 4(x - Ax)} (3.3)
-{q(x + Ax) - (x)} (3.4)dx Ax
dxb P y {(x) - 4(x - Ax)} (3.5)
The first two are known as the central-difference approximations for the first and
second derivatives respectively. The third one is the forward-difference formula while
the last is the backward-difference. The error is usually expressed in terms of the
power of the step size in the leading error term. Although the central-difference
approximations have a leading error of higher order, both forward and backward
formulas are employed in some approximation schemes when the higher order of
accuracy is not needed or when the modeler is not willing to compute the more
expensive central-difference approximations.
The above formulas suggest that the finite difference methods involve a discretiza-
tion in the continuous domain. Both the time and the spatial dimensions are dis-
cretized and we always work with a grid of points in the domain. Figure 3-1 shows a
discretized 2-dimensional domain with a time dimension t and a spatial dimension x.
Many schemes applied to solve initial-value problems are called "time marching" or
"time evolution." In these schemes, the values of the dependent variables at time = t
are computed from values at time < t. These schemes are therefore known as explicit
18
tt + dt
I I
Explicit scheme:
O depends only on ·
dx -
x
Figure 3-1: A 2-dimensional Grid
schemes. However, sometimes implicit schemes are used to achieve a higher order
of accuracy or better stability, or when the explicit method cannot be applied. The
simplest implicit scheme is the Backward Euler approximation:
(t) - (t - t) . (3.6)
At
that is,
· (t) = (t - At) + ax(t). (3.7)
Here, 4(t) also depends on 4(t) and so this is an implicit approximation scheme.
Another technique to improve accuracy is to have multi-step schemes rather than
one-step schemes. In a multi-step scheme, the approximate P(t) depends not only
on the approximate at the previous time-step, i.e. (t - At), but also depends on
earlier approximates. I can make up a scheme of any number of steps by applying
an appropriate finite difference operator generated by the procedure described in
Section 4.1. For example, by applying the following approximation:
34(t) _ 2(t - At) (t - 2At) (3.8)
2At At + 2At
in any partial differential equation containing (t), we can at least get a 2-step ap-
proximation scheme.
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An example of a scheme that is both implicit and multi-step is the second order
backward-difference formula for solving = f(4):
2 1 (t - at) At - 2At)4(t) = Q1(t - t) + At,{ f((t)) + 1(t - t) (3.9)3 3 At
The right hand side of the original equation is approximated as a weighted sum of 2
terms.
Some of the schemes currently used in Sinapse are the Lax method, the Crank-
Nicholson scheme, an upwind method, a predictor/corrector method, in addition to
the central-difference, forward-difference and backward-difference methods.
3.3 Definitions of Terminology
As mentioned in Section 2.3, a useful approximation scheme is one that is convergent,
i.e. its solutions approximate the solution of the corresponding partial differential
equation and that the approximation improves as the grid spacings tend to zero.
Specifically, a scheme is convergent if when the approximate solutions at some initial
time, to, converge to any exact solution to the equation, then the approximate solutions
for future time steps also converge, as the grid spacings converge to 0.
Proving a given scheme is convergent is not easy in general. However two related
concepts: consistency and stability, are used to infer convergence. The Lax-Richtmyer
Equivalence Theorem states that a consistent finite difference scheme for a partial
differential equation for which the initial value problem is well-posed is convergent if
and only if it is stable.
Consistency deals with the pointwise convergence at each grid point. Given a
partial differential equation Pu = f and a finite difference scheme, Ph,kv = f, we say
the finite difference scheme is consistent with the partial differential equation if for
any smooth function t
LTE = P - Ph,k -- 0 (3.10)
as the grid spacings tend to zero, where LTE stands for local truncation error. The
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LTE is the discrepancy between a solution substituted in the original equation and in
the approximation scheme, at a particular grid point. In other words, the LTE tells
how well the exact solution fits the discrete equation.
Besides the local truncation error, there is the global error which we have to
conisder. When [mAt] is the approximated value of 4(t), the global error is:
Em= Il[mAt]- (t)ll. (3.11)
This error tells how closely the numerical solution can approximate the true solution.
Another principal computational concern is the stability of the algorithm. Stabil-
ity is defined differently depending on the type of the problem being analyzed. To
put it more exactly, a numerical approximation scheme has to be stable with respect
to a few aspects, while some aspects should receive more attention than the others
depending on the nature of the problem.
Because I am interested in time evolution schemes for solving initial value prob-
lems, I would not like to have error that becomes "mixed into" the calculation at
an early stage being successively magnified as the approximation propagates in the
time dimension. So in this thesis report, a stable numerical approximation method
is referred to as one in which no matter how fine we make the timestep At, i.e., how
many approximations we do in a fixed time interval T, different initial conditions x[O]
and y[O] give computed solutions which satisfy
Ilx[m] - y[m] I < K(T)jx[O] - y[O] (3.12)
where K(T) does not depend on m.
As a summary, consistency deals with the local condition that a pointwise error is
small, whereas stability takes care of the global condition that the single step errors
do not accumulate too fast.
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Chapter 4
Discretizing Partial Differential
Equations
4.1 Finite Difference Operators
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the first step in solving a system of partial differential
equations is to discretize the domain and the equations. When both the time and
spatial dimensions are discretized, we will have a grid of points and the approximate
values of the dependent variables in the partial differential equation will only be cal-
culated at these points. For example, if the spacing of the grid in the time dimension
is At and the spacing in the horizontal spatial dimension is Ax, the discretization
will give a 2-dimensional grid in which points are separated by At in one direction
and by Ax in the other.
During the algorithm phase of Sinapse's generation process, the partial differential
equation is transformed term by term, i.e., each term or partial derivative is replaced
by an algebraic expression resulting from the application of a finite difference operator
to the term. The algebraic expression is expressed in terms of values of the indepen-
dent and dependent variables at the grid points. For example, we can choose the
simple central difference operator to apply to the partial derivative a[,t] resulting
at 
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in:
1
2([zxt + At] - ')[x,t - At]}. (4.1)
The general strategy used in this numerical analysis package for getting a k-point
finite difference operator for the n-th order partial derivative of a dependent variable
y in the x-direction, evaluated at the e-th point, is:
1. Compute an interpolating polynomial through the points {x[i],y[x[i],...]} for i
from 1 to k where the points having a linear spacing h. I will sometimes refer
to h as the "step size".
2. Differentiate the interpolating polynomial n times with respect to the x.
3. Evaluate the differentiated polynomial at x = x[1] + h(e- 1) by the appropriate
substitution.
The interpolating polynomial is taken as the approximation of the dependent
variable y[x,...]. I chose to use the LaGrange form of the interpolating polynomial.
The polynomial is expressed as a weighted sum of polynomials from the LaGrange
basis:
Y[x,. -- I[i]x)- I] , (4.2)j=llj: [ i - _UI
The details of the generation of finite difference operator are best described with a
simple example. If y depends only on x and without ambiguity, I can replace y[x[i]]
by y[i]; a 4-point LaGrange form of the interpolating polynomial is:
y =x] y[i]( (4.3)
i=1 j=l,ji x[i] - x[j]
Without loss of generality, I assume x[i] to be ih and the desired finite difference
operator will be obtained by the appropriate substitution at the end. With x[i]
replaced by ih, I can simplify the interpolating polynomial into:
yH [1] (x - 2h)(x - 3h)(x - 4h) + ( - h)(x - 3h)(x - 4h)
-6h3 2 h3+
[3] ( - h)(x - 2h)(x - 4h) + 4 - h)(x - 2h)(x - 3h) 4
-2h 3 6h3
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'When this polynomial is differentiated once with respect to x, it becomes:
y'[X] y {(x - 3h)(x - 4h) + ( - 2h)(x - 4h) + ( - 2h)(x - 3h)} +
-6h 3
[2] {(x - 3h)(x - 4h) + (x - h)(x - 4h) + ( - h)(x - 3h)} +2h3
y[3]{( - 2h)(x - 4h) + (x - h)(x - 4h) + (x - h)(x - 2h)} +
-2h 3
] {( - 2h)( - 3h) + (x - h)( - 3h) + (x - h)(x - 2h)}. (4.5)6hs
Since we need the finite difference operator at the e-th point and I have assumed x[i]
to be ih, I need to replace x by eh, y[i] by y[x + (i - e)h]. For central differencing, we
have e = k+ There are 4 points in this case, so e = 5. This gives the desired finite
difference operator:
y[ -h] _ 9y[x 2h]i 9y[x + h] _ y[ +h] (4.6)OXc] 2 + 2 2 (4.6)24h 8h 8h 24h
for approximating 1
There are a few points to be noted here:
1. It is important to realize that y is only a dummy dependent variable. That is,
y [x] in the above finite difference operator can be replaced by y[x, ...] or any other
variable dependent on x. An appropriate change of variable will translate it
to a 4-point finite difference operator for the first order partial derivative of any
dependent variable.
2. There is a symmetry among the coefficients in the above finite difference oper-
ator. This is a property of central differencing. The weights of the values at
points equidistant from the (central) evaluation point are the same in magni-
tude.
3. As we will see later in Section 4.3, central differencing is not only a natural way
of discretizing a partial derivative, it also gives better accuracy.
4. The above procedure is just one set of techniques for computing the finite dif-
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ference operator. Many other methods are also possible and this is by no means
an optimal way.
4.2 Local Truncation Error and Order of Accu-
racy
When a partial derivative of a variable is discretized, it is replaced by an algebraic
expression in terms of discrete approximate values of that variable. The difference
between the derivative and the algebraic approximation is the local truncation error.
The order of accuracy of an approximation I use throughout the numerical analysis
package is the order of this local truncation error.
The local truncation error is obtained by first taking the Taylor series expansion
of the finite difference operator at h = 0, i.e., when the step size tends to 0, and then
comparing it to the partial derivative.
If we continue to use the example finite difference operator from Equation 4.6,
Taylor series expansion will give:
rhs = y'[x] - y(5)[]h 84 y(7)[x]h6 + O[h]7. (4.7)640 3584
The above result is obtained using Mathematica. The O[h]7 notation generated by
Mathematica should not be confused with the usual Big-O notation. It should best
be interpreted as the abbreviation for all the terms higher than or equal to h7. More
about this limitation in Mathematica will be discussed in a later chapter.
For this finite difference approximation of y'[x], the leading term in the local trun-
cation error is proportional to h4. Therefore using a terminology from the literature,
such an approximation is "4th-order accurate in the x-direction" or simply "4th-order
in space" as x is usually a space dimension.
This order of accuracy may be utilized in a number of ways and so I need to come
up with a notation that is to be used throughout the numerical analysis package in
Sinapse. In order not to confuse this with the usual Big-O notation and to keep the
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idea that this order is the power of the step size in the leading error term, the notation
Error[h 4] is adopted in Sinapse.
Although the expansion and subtraction procedure seems to be trivial, there are
a few points to be noted here:
1. To obtain the Taylor series expansion of an algebraic expression, i.e., finite
difference operator in this case, the number of terms to be expanded has to be
specified in the Mathematica Series [] function call. After some testing and
experimenting, I discovered that for discretizing one single partial derivative,
the order of the leading error term is either k - n or k - n + 1. (More details
are given in Section 4.3.) Hence, in the implementation of the discretization of
one single partial derivative, I have specified that the finite difference operator
is to be expanded up to the (k - n + 1)-th power of h. (The implementation of
the Discretize [] function is found in Appendix A.)
2. There is a normalization problem in getting the order of the local truncation
error. If both sides of Equation 4.6 are multiplied by h, we have:
y[x -zh] _ 9y[x- h] 9y[x + h] _ y[x + (48)hy'[xY-h- 9[- + -. (4.8)
24 8 8 24
Referring to Equation 4.7, we can see that the leading error term obtained
by first doing the series expansion and then subtracting hy'[x] would become
proportional to h instead of h4 . In order to have a common ground for com-
paring truncation errors consistently, the order of accuracy, i.e., the Error[]
term generated by the Discretize [] function, is referred to how well the finite
difference operator is approximating the derivative itself, free from any extra
multiplication or division of the step sizes. (A similar normalization problem in
discretizing a whole equation, rather than a single derivative, will be addressed
in Section 5.2. To avoid ambiguity and to have a means to compare truncation
errors consistently, the standard form is the one that has no extra multiplication
or division of the step sizes in the highest order term.) To ensure convergence
and to compare how accurate the numerical solutions are approximating the
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true solution using different approximating schemes, the global error defined in
Section 3.3 should be the absolute measure.
4.3 Central Differencing
The discretization scheme for a single partial derivative was first used extensively for
central differencing. This is the most common and straightforward way to obtain the
highest possible order of accuracy constrained by the number of points to be used in
a finite difference approximation.
To determine a relationship between the order of accuracy, the number of points
(k) used in a finite difference operator, and the order of the partial derivative (n) to
be approximated, I implemented and used the fdOpl [] function. It should not be
confused with the fdOp [] function in the final automatic numerical analysis package
in Appendix A:
fdOpi [k_Integer, n_Integer] :
Module[{op, err},
op = operator[k, (k + 1)/2, n, h, yx + h(# - (k+l)/2)]&];
err = SeriesEop, {h, O, k-n+3}] - D[y[x], {x, n}];
{op, err}]
The results of several tests are listed in Appendix B. The choice of expanding up
to the (k - n + 3)-th power of h in the Taylor series was made after a few trials. It was
large enough to let me see the pattern of the local truncation errors returned by calls
to the fdOpl [] function. All the terms in the error are of even orders. The order of
the leading error term is k - n rounded up to the nearest even number. I did not try
to come up with a formal proof of this result. I decided instead to give actual results
to support the pattern I propose, and it is only valid for as many finite difference
operators I have tried. Although the values of k and n I have used are relatively
small, this is arguably strong enough because it is not very common in practice that
we would generate a large finite difference operator, i.e., one with a large number of
points, or approximate a partial derivative of very high orders.
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4.4 Discretizing at a General Location
After determining the order of accuracy for central differencing, I went on to extend
the investigation into approximation at any general point, i.e., not necessarily the
center of the linear points used in the finite difference operator. Another useful
-function fd0p2 [, similar to fdOpl [], was created:
fdOp2[k_Integer, nInteger, e_] :
Module[{op, err},
If[k <= n,
Print ["k has to be > n"],
op = operator[k, e, n, h, y[x + h(# - e)]&];
err = Series[op, {h, O, k-n+3}] - D[y[x], {x, n}];
{op, err}]]
Again, the choice of expanding up to the (k - n + 3)-th power of h in the Taylor
series was made after a few trials. It was large enough to let me see the pattern of
the local truncation errors returned by calls to the fdOp2 [] function.
The order of accuracy, i.e., the power of h in the leading error term, is simply
k - n when central differencing is not used. From the previous section, we know that
the order of accuracy for central differencing is k - n rounded up to the nearest even
number. Hence, central differencing is at least as accurate as approximating at any
other points, if we compare the order of the step size in the leading term in the local
truncation error.
The orders of accuracy obtained by making calls to fd0pi [] and fdOp2 [] are
summarized in Table 4.1. From the same table, we can see that it is sufficient to
expand the Taylor series up to the (k - n + )-th power of the step size, as reflected
in the implementation of the Discretize [] function.
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Table 4.1: Orders of Accuracy
parameters 11 order of accuracy
k = no. of points n = order of derivative central differencing otherwise: k-n |
2 1 2 1
3 1 2 2
3 2 2 1
4 1 4 3
4 2 2 2
4 3 2 1
5 1 4 4
5 2 4 3
5 3 2 2
5 4 2 1
6 1 6 5
6 2 4 4
6 3 4 3
6 4 2 2
6 5 2 1
7 1 6 6
7 2 6 5
7 3 4 4
7 4 4 3
7 5 2 2
7 6 2 1
4.5 Simplifying Error Terms
If Error [] terms involving different step sizes are computed on individual discretiza-
tions and then combined, rules for combining and simplifying them are needed. It
would also be possible to compute the Error [] terms directly at the equation level.
But there is still a need to combine terms across different equations. After some
exploration, I decided to implement a set of rules in Mathematica for this purpose
because of the following reasons:
1. Useful operations for manipulating Big-O representations are not readily avail-
able in Mathematica. The O[x]n notation appearing in the standard output form
of the Series [] function is used to represent omitted terms of order x" and
higher. Transformation such as O[h]2 + O[h]2 = O[h]2 can be done by operating
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SeriesData objects, which are internal structures in Mathematica not normally
used extensively. Refer to Section 7.3 for more details.
2. The Error [] notation adopted here is quite different from Big-O anyway. Even
if Big-O operations were readily available in Mathematica, it would not be very
efficient to utilize them to combine and simplify the Error [] terms here. For
instance, we want to have the following simplification rule:
Error[h2] + Error[h] :> Error[h]l (4.9)
since the step size h is assumed to be small and is less than 1. But for Big-O
notation, we usually have x > 1 in:
O(X2) + O(x) = O(X2). (4.10)
The complete set of rules for combining and simplifying the Error [] terms can
be found in Appendix C. The ideas behind these simplification rules are:
1. Any constant multiplying a Error [] term is ignored.
2. Powers of grid step sizes that multiply the Error El[] term are brought inside the
term.
3. Any product of Error[] terms is simplified to one single Error[] term with
the product of the powers of step sizes put inside.
4. Error[] terms of higher order (more accurate) added to those of lower order
are ignored.
To test these Error O[ terms simplifying rules, I made up a set of test cases. They
can be found in Appendix C following the rules.
'The :> symbol is used in Mathematica transformation rules to indicate the replacement of the
left hand side by the right hand side.
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4.6 Example: Discretizing a System of PDEs
So far only the discretization of a single partial derivative has been discussed. The
discretization of a partial differential equation is accomplished by applying an finite
difference operator to each term of the equation. I will use the following set of
equations as an example for illustration:
t ( + y )
aVt z Oz
at ox
VYP aS=- (4.11)Pat Oy
There are 3 independent variables in this wave propagation problem: t is the time
dimension while x and y are the space dimensions. S,,, V, and V, are dependent
variables depending on all the 3 independent variables. Although c and p are taken
as constants in this example for simplicity, they can be dependent variables because
they represent physical quantities that can depend on the values of x and y.
Consider the first partial differential equation. Applying a 2-point finite difference
operator to the 3 partial derivatives to approximate them at {x,y,t+ t) in the 3-D
space, we get:
S. [, y, t + At] - S,[x, , ]+ Error[At2 ]
At
V[ X + 2 1 t 2 X AIY + t +]
=c { 2 + Error[lx 2]
V[;, y + 2,t + l- V[y - Y t + -t] 
2 2 - + Error[Ay]}. (4.12)Ay
Because the 3 partial derivatives are discretized by central differencing, all the Error []
terms are second-order. This is consistent with the results listed in Table 4.1.
Using the same technique on the second partial differential equation and approx-
imate the derivatives at {x + , y, t} in the 3-D space, the discretized equationiraate he dervativesat {x -~-,y
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obtained is:
p{V[ + 2,y,t+ 2 - V + , 2 + Error[at2 ]At
S [x + Ax, y, t] - S,[X, y, t] Error[X 2].
Ax
(4.13)
Similarly, the third partial differential equation is approximated at {x,y + a, t}
and its discretized form is:
VY[, y' + t - VX) &, - atI [at2]1
At
t+ Error[+ 2]S. [X + Ay, t] - S[, t] + Error[AY2]
Ay (4.14)
Using the Error [] terms simplification rules, the truncation error of this scheme
becomes:
Error[At 2 ] + Error[Ax 2] + Error[Ay 2]. (4.15)
So the scheme is called "2nd-order in time and 2nd-order in space."
0 0 0
0 0 0 dy
dx -
dr~~~
0~D
O
S
xx
V
x
Vy
time offset = 0
time offset = dt/2
time offset = dt/2
Figure 4-1: Staggering
The different arguments to the dependent variables: S,, V. and Vy imply that
the values needed for these variables are not defined at the same grid points. This is
called staggering. Referring to Figure 4-1, the points at which we need the values of
S:,, are located half-way between 2 planes orthogonal to the time dimension (which
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i.
is perpendicular to paper), and the values of V and Vy are needed at points on these
planes. It can be verified that it is impossible to derive a second order accurate
scheme for approximating S,,, V, and Vy (using 2-point central differencing) without
staggering the grid points on which values of different variables are calculated.
The presence of staggering in the discretized equations introduces another com-
plication in the whole algorithm development process: the order in which the de-
pendent variables should be approximated. Although this is outside the scope of
discretization, it is an interesting aspect to be mentioned briefly here. By transform-
ing the discretized equations into having S,,[x, y,t + At], V[x + , y,t + A] and
VY[x, y + X, t + ] on the left hand sides of Equation 4.12, Equation 4.13 and Equa-
tion 4.14 respectively, the sequence in which the approximated solutions should be
calculated will become more obvious.
4.7 Another Approach to Extrapolation
As pointed out in Section 4.1, the procedure described is not the only way of com-
puting finite difference operators. In this last section, another interesting method,
Richardson's extrapolation, is discussed.
A general method of computing central difference operators can be inferred from
the following example. We know that:
y[x + h] - y[x - h] = y+ (4.16)y'[x]+ 6 ]$ ... (4.16)2h 6
where h is the step size in the x-direction. Substituting 2h for h in the above central
differencing equation, we obtain:
Y[ + 2h - y[ - 2h] 4y(3)h2
= y'[x] 6 ... (4.17)4h 6
(Eq.4.16-Eq.4.17)/3 gives:
y[x - 2h] 2y[ - h] 2y[x + hi y[x + 2h]
12h 3h + 3h 12h ]
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This is a 5-point finite difference central operator for y'[x]. The same operator can be
obtained with the procedure outlined in Section 4.1. The order of the local truncation
error being 4 also agrees with the results tabulated in Table 4.1.
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Chapter 5
Advanced Applications
Chapter 4 presented the basic numerical tools for analyzing finite difference schemes,
namely:
* the functions to approximate derivative terms in partial differential equations
with finite difference operators,
* the empirical knowledge of the relationship between the size of the operator,
the order of the derivative to be approximated, and the order of the truncation
error, and
* the Mathematica transformation rules for combining and simplifying truncation
errors represented by Error [] terms.
More applications were designed and implemented on top of these tools to provide
more functionality in the package.
These applications include producing a finite difference approximation when the
desired order of accuracy is given, analyzing any discretization scheme specified by a
user, and discretizing sums and products of derivatives, derivatives of products, and
mixed derivatives.
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5.1 Generating Finite Difference Operators from
Desired Accuracy
Because of the usefulness and the common use of central difference operators, a
MiddleOp [E] function was implemented to give a central finite difference operator
given a desired accuracy. Both the derivative to be discretized and the desired lower
bound for the order of accuracy are arguments to this function.
From the pattern in Table 4.1, we know that the order of the leading truncation
error term is always even when central differencing is used. Therefore, if the desired
lower bound of accuracy, o, specified is odd, the actual order of accuracy given by
MiddleOp [] after the discretization will be o + 1. MiddleOp [] also uses formulas
inferred from the results tabulated in Table 4.1 to determine k, the minimum number
of points needed for the central difference operator. As in previous sections, n is used
to denote the order of the derivative to be approximated. When o is odd:
k = n + o. (5.1)
When o is even:
k = n + o- 1. (5.2)
Finally, the central difference operator and the associated Error [] term are obtained
by the basic Discretize[] function. The Error[] term allows us to verify that the
desired order of accuracy, o, is achieved.
However, approximation other than central differencing can also be done by spec-
ifying a desired lower bound of accuracy. This gives more flexibility as there are
situations when the convenient central differencing cannot be used, i.e., when the
evaluation point is neither a grid point nor halfway between two. For example, such
situations arise when the approximation is made near a boundary. The GeneralOp []
function achieves this goal. Besides specifying the derivative to be discretized and the
1CentralOp may be a better name but it is already used in Sinapse to denote the use of central
differencing elsewhere in the algorithm phase.
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desired order of accuracy, the offset of the evaluation point from a grid point, which
I call e, is also an argument to this function. There is a constraint on e such that
o < e < 1.
In general, the minimum number of points, k, required for the finite difference
operator is n + o. However, it is reasonable to allow GeneralOp [] to incorporate
the functionality of MiddleOp [], i.e., use central differencing whenever possible. An
interested reader may refer to the details in the implementation of GeneralOp [] in
Appendix A. It uses some integer arithmetic involving o, n and e for determining
whether it is possible to use one fewer point in the finite difference operator while still
providing the desired order of accuracy by making use of the more accurate central
differencing.
Again, the finite difference operator is finally obtained by the Discretize [] func-
tion with the Error [] term.
5.2 Analyzing User-specified Discretization
Another extension of this numerical analysis package is to allow the users to specify
any finite difference approximation schemes. An ideal function would be one that
can give the Error[] term when both the original differential expression and the
algebraic approximation scheme are specified. ErrorGeneralOp [] serves this purpose
for a single derivative. The procedure is:
1. Check if the specified algebraic expression and the original derivative are iden-
tical; if so, return 0 instead of an Error [] term.
2. Expand the Taylor series of the specified algebraic expression up to successively
higher and higher powers of the time step until the truncation error is obtained.
3. Check if the local truncation error tends to 0 as the step size tends to 0, i.e.,
check for consistency.
4. If the proposed approximation is consistent, return the Error [] term; otherwise,
return a warning to signal the inconsistency of the proposed approximation.
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An extension of ErrorGeneralOp O is ErrorGeneralExpr [], which can handle
the approximation of a differential expression rather than only a derivative. The
differential expression can also be an equation and in this case, the Error[] term
returned will be the sum of the truncation errors from both sides of the equation. To
:make sure the comparison of the truncation errors in different approximations is con-
sistent, the original differential expression is required to have its highest order term
free from extra multiplication or division of the step sizes, and the discrete form is de-
rived from this normalized differential expression. This is similar to the normalization
requirement in discretizing a single derivative discussed earlier in Section 4.2.
5.3 Discretizing Sums of Derivatives
With the rules for combining and simplifying Error[] terms and Mathematica's
handling of multiple definitions for the same function, I initially took the intuitive
approach of implementing Discretize [] recursively to handle the discretization of
sums of derivatives by:
1. computing the finite difference operators for the individual derivatives with the
Error [] terms,
2. summing the discretized forms with the Error [] terms, and
3. using SimplifyError[] to combine and simplify the Error[] terms in the
summed expression.
This approach failed because of the subtlety that leading terms in the local truncation
errors associated with the individual discretizations can cancel out each other.
To work around this subtlety, discretize [] is defined recursively by:
1. discretizing the individual derivatives,
2. summing only the operators to give the discretized form of the original expres-
sion, and
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3. expanding the Taylor series of the discretized expression to find the combined
Error [] term.
There is a price for implementing Discretize [] recursively to generalize its use be-
cause the intermediate Error [] terms are ignored. (If I did not design Discretize []
to be recursive, it would have been more efficient to use a funcion that is similar to
Discretize [] but computes only operators without the Error [] terms.)
5.4 Discretizing Products of Derivatives
A product of derivatives such as f'(x)g'(x) can be discretized by:
1. discretizing the individual derivatives using the Discretize ] function which
also computes Error [] terms,
2. multiplying the discretized forms and applying the Error El terms simplification
rules, which is effectively equivalent to multiplying only the operators, then
summing and simplifying the Error E terms.
Although this is a reasonable method when the dependent variables are bounded
and I have tested with the simple f'(x)g'(x) example, I still opt for a safer method
because there may be subtleties that I cannot predict. The safer method is to give the
product of the individual finite difference operators as the finite difference operator
for the products of the derivatives. Then the Error El[] term is found by expanding
the Taylor series of the discrete approximation.
5.5 Discretizing Derivatives of Products
A product of derivatives should not be confused with a derivative of a product of
variables. The latter is discretized by the basic Discretize [] function.
I observed a few interesting results when I applied the Discretize [] function in
different ways to get the finite difference approximations for a derivative of product.
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For the simple (f(x)g(x))', it can be discretized by using central differencing:
f I + '2 IgIX + 2 - f - ]g[ - ¥2](f()g())' f[ + ]g[ + ]- f[ - (5.3)
Since we know:
(f(X)g(x))' = f(X)g(x)' + f'(X)g(x), (5.4)
applying central differencing will give:
f(x)g(x)' + f'(x)g(x) f[ + A2] + f 2 X 2 ]- ± - 2x2 Ax
_/[ + - f[- I] 9g[ + ] + g[ - 2]
+ Ax X 2 (5.5)
The discrete approximations in Equation 5.3 and Equation 5.5 can be verified to be
exactly the same and the truncation error is Error[dx2 ]. It may seem that it does not
matter if I simply use Discretize ] on (f(x)g(x))' or use it on the expanded form
of (f(x)g(x))'. However, if central differencing is not used, discretizing (f(x)g(x))'
directly or its expanded form will give different finite difference approximations. Al-
though the exact truncation errors are then different, they are in the same order and
hence, would be reduced to the same Error C] term. If the order is the only informa-
tion needed for denoting the local truncation error, both methods would appear to
be equivalent.
I have also worked on some higher order derivatives such as (f(x)g(x))". We know
that:
(f(z)g(x))" = (f(X)g(x)' + f'(x)g(x))'
= f(:)g(x)" + f"(x)g(x) + 2f(x)'g(x)'. (5.6)
However, discretizing (f(x)g(x))" directly using Discretize[ once or discretizing
its expanded forms term by term will give different finite difference approximations,
even in the case of central differencing. But the orders of the truncation errors are
the same.
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I have not generated enough experimental results to support that the order of
accuracy is the same whether the derivative of products is discretized directly or ex-
panded first and then discretized term by term. But from these, we see that discretiz-
ing a derivative of product can be quite tricky and the finite difference approximation
obtained depends on what procedure is used.
5.6 Mixed Derivatives
One common class of derivatives that has not been addressed so far is the class of
mixed partial derivative. The generation of their finite difference approximations
is much less intuitive to automate. However, the ErrorGeneralExpr [] function is
capable of analyzing any user-specified approximation. As an example, the mixed
partial derivative af(,,y) may be approximated by:
0 2 f(,y) 1d9X 9)y - 1 x {f[x + Ax,y + Ay] - f[x - Axy + Ay] -Oxay 4AAy
f[ + AX,y - y] + f[ - X,y - y]}. (5.7)
Taylor series expansion will give:
hs= af(x,' y) 1 4f(, y) 2 1 4f(, y) (5.8)rhs + + 6yAx+ "' Ay + (5.8)
=99 + 6 &X 3ay 6 9Xy 3
If this approximation is analyzed by ErrorGeneralExpr [], the results will be
Error[dx 2] + Error[dy 2 ].
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Chapter 6
Stability
iAs pointed out in Section 3.3, a time stepping approximation scheme is stable when,
no matter how fine we make the time step size At, the errors are not successively
magnified as the approximation propagates in time, i.e., the single step errors do not
accumulate too fast. Therefore, if a stable scheme is locally consistent, it will also be
globally convergent.
6.1 Theory
In my attempt to design a module in the numerical analysis package to automate the
testing for stability, I adopted the following approach:
Let V' = vector of all dependent variables at all grid points at time nAt.
A one-step finite difference scheme can be formulated as:
V n+ = AV n . (6.1)
The scheme is stable if the spectral radius of the matrix A is less than 1. The spectral
radius is defined as:
p(A) = max IlAill (6.2)
where Ai's are eigenvalues of A. In other words, a scheme is stable when the eigen-
values of A all lie inside the unit circle.
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From this, I hoped to obtain stability constraints in terms of the grid spacings and
the coefficients in the partial differential equations. These coefficients were assumed
to be constants for simplicity.
6.2 Attempt to Automate Stability Analysis
'The first step is to extract the dependent variables and the coefficients from a dis-
cretized equation or set of equations in the algorithm phase of Sinapse's code gener-
ation process. From the equations, the dependency of the values of the dependent
variables at t + At on those at t can also be determined. The sizes of both the vector
V and the matrix A depend on the number of points in the grid at any time t.
With all the necessary information, the entries of V and A can be filled out,
usually with the values of the dependent variables at a certain time t queued up in
an organized manner. For example, if S, VO and VY are the independent variables,
and there are n x n points in the grid at any time t:
VT= [S1,1 51,2, --.., S,n, S2,1, ..-, 5 2,n, -.., Sn-1,l, .., Sn,n
V,, V1,2 ... V, V2,1 ... V2,n ...'I vn-1,1 ... Vn,
V,~, V1,2, ... 1/Vln,7 V2,1 , ., V, .. V.In-1, _x ... , Vn,n] (6.3)
The formation of V and A is straightforward except for the boundary conditions
which differ from problem to problem. The neatness of the regular patterns in A
is partly destroyed after incorporating boundary conditions since the values of the
dependent variables close to the boundaries are approximated differently from those
in the interior of the domain.
6.3 Results of Attempt
Besides having the boundary conditions to complicate the analysis, the described
approach is also computationally infeasible with current hardware and for anything
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but very small problems. In Sinapse, a typical mathematical 2-dimensional modeling
problem has its domain discretized into a thousands by thousands grid at a certain
time t. Even for a very sparse grid having 100 x 100 points with 3 dependent variables,
the size of V will be 3 x 104 and the size of A will be 3 x 104 by 3 x 104. The time
Mathematica takes to calculate the eigenvalues of a n x n matrix grows in n3 time.
Some experimental results on the time it takes Mathematica to calculate eigenvalues
are summarized in Section 7.2.
I was only able to apply my attempted approach to test for stability in a degenerate
grid, i.e., one that has a manageable number of grid points. I thought that was
representative because values at most of the points in the discretized domain are
computed similarly, except for those values at points near the boundaries. However,
a scheme being stable on a degenerate grid does not necessarily imply it is stable for
any much larger grid.
6.4 Suggestions
Another approach to determine stability is the von Neumann stability analysis, which
is a Fourier method. However, this analysis is applicable only to constant-coefficient
equations. In particular, the interior and near-boundary schemes must be analyzed
separately.
The von Neumann analysis results in the von Neumann stability condition which
can be transformed into a set of universally quantified polynomial inequalities. Using
a symbolic quantifier elimination algorithm, these inequalities will give the stability
condition, which is a set of analytic inequalities that place constraints on the pa-
rameters of the numerical approximation scheme. In fact, the symbolic quantifier
elimination algorithm is currently being studied by Liska, R. and Steinberg, S. (see
[4, 5]) who have contributed to the development of Sinapse.
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Chapter 7
Summary
The previous chapters have
* stated the scope of my thesis project,
* explained the need for automatic numerical analysis of finite difference schemes
in the software synthesis tool Sinapse,
* given the necessary mathematical background in numerical algorithms,
* detailed the design and implementation of the basic toolkits in the numerical
analysis package,
* listed some useful advanced applications built from the basic toolkits, and
* reported the attempt to automate the testing for stability of finite difference
schemes.
This final chapter summarizes the current use of the previously described auto-
matic numerical analysis package, reports some results about time performance, and
points out some pros and cons or interesting features about Mathematica as reflected
in building this package. Finally it concludes with a list of future work to complement
the system.
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7.1 Current Use of Automatic Numerical Analy-
sis
Assuming that the mathematical model being discretized is a good representation of
the physical problem being modeled, then we still need to ensure that the mathemati-
cal model has been correctly discretized. Sinapse has several utilities to help with the
generation of correct numerical programs. One is to check that the approximation
is consistent with the partial differential equation and compute the truncation error
of the approximation. Another example is the convergence-rate test. The automatic
numerical analysis package I designed and implemented in this thesis project is now
being used as the backbone for such purposes.
No matter whether the finite difference approximations are user-specified or gen-
erated by Sinapse from the user's requirements, the truncation errors can be recorded
in the final target language code as comments. Not only can the modeler who uses
Sinapse to build the code verify that the approximation schemes meet his/her ex-
pectations, but also others accessing the code can infer from these comments the
characteristics of these schemes and decide if the code suits their purposes. Any user
can redo the specifications and regenerate the code after getting this information.
7.2 Time Performance
Although the time performance of the functions in this numerical analysis package is
not my main concern, I still have some timing results that can be reported here to
give some ideas about the efficiency of this automation.
The data in Table 4.1 were computed by the following timed operations on a
SPARC 1+ workstation:
In[1]:= Timing[Table[Ord[fdOp2[k, n, (k + 1)/2]], {k, 2, 7},
{n, 1, k-1}]]
Out[1]= {45.4167 Second, {{2}, {2, 2}, {4, 2, 2}, 4, 4, 2, 2},
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> {6, 4, 4, 2, 2}, {6, 6, 4, 4, 2, 2}}}
In[2]:= Timing[Table[Ord[fdOp2[k, n, (k + 1)/2]], {k, 2, 9},
{n, 1, k-1}]]
Out[21= {329.983 Second, {{2}, {2, 2}, {4, 2, 2}, {4, 4, 2, 2},
> {6, 4, 4, 2, 2}, {6, 6, 4, 4, 2, 2}, {8, 6, 6, 4, 4, 2, 2},
> {8, 8, 6, 6, 4, 4, 2, 2}}}
In[3]:= Timing[Table[Ord[fdOp2[k, n, k/3]], {k, 2, 10}, {n, 1, k-1}]]
Out[31= {930.533 Second, {{1i, {2, 1}, {3, 2, 1}, {4, 3, 2, 1},
> {5, 4, 3, 2, 1}, {6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1}, {7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1},
> {8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1}, {9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1}}}
So the time it takes to compute a finite difference operator and its truncation error
for k < 10 is at most a few minutes. This time grows with k and n. With the procedure
outlined in Section 4.1, there are more terms in the interpolating polynomial when a
larger k is used, hence there are more terms to differentiate. Also, a larger n implies
the interpolation polynomial has be be differentiated more times. Although this is
not obvious from the numbers of seconds returned by these timed funcation calls,
the implementation of the procedure outlined in Section 4.1 suggests that the time it
takes to compute a finite difference operator grows as O(kn).
In Section 6.3, the time constraint on calculating the eigenvalues of a very large
matrix is mentioned to explain the computational infeasibility of my attempt to au-
tomate the testing for stability. Here are some timed functions, run on a SPARC 2
workstation, used to show that the time it takes to compute the eigenvalues of a n x n
matrix roughly grows as n3:
In[4]:= Timing[Length[Eigenvalues[IdentityMatrix [1001]]
Out[4]= {10.5333 Second, 100}
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In[5]:= Timing[Length[Eigenvalues[IdentityMatrix[200]]]]
Out[5]= {43.3167 Second, 200}
In[6:= Timing[Length[Eigenvalues[IdentityMatrix[300]]]
Out[6]= {103.3 Second, 300}
In[7]:= Timing[Length[Eigenvalues[IdentityMatrix [400]]]
Out[7]= {195.45 Second, 400}
In[8]:= Timing[Length[Eigenvalues[IdentityMatrix[500]]]]
Out [8= {324.733 Second, 500}
In[9]:= Timing[Length[Eigenvalues[IdentityMatrix[600]]]
Out[9]= {486.15 Second, 600}
In[10]:= Timing[Length[Eigenvalues[IdentityMatrix [700]]
Out[iO]= {691.367 Second, 700}
In[11:= Timing[Length[Eigenvalues[IdentityMatrix [800]]]
Out[11= {938. Second, 800}
In[12]:= Timing[Length[Eigenvalues [IdentityMatrix[900]]]
Out[12]= {1262.08 Second, 900}
In [13:= Timing[Length[Eigenvalues[IdentityMatrix [1000]]]
Out[13]= {1592.8 Second, 1000}
However, the above results seem to suggest that the time it takes to compute the
eigenvalues of a n x n matrix does not grow as fast as n3 . I believe that using the
identity matrix may have skewwed the results.
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7.3 Mathematica
Mathematica is a powerful mathematical tool in scientific computation. It is also well-
suited as the language used for the development of Sinapse. Its support for symbolic
transformation is also the key feature in Sinapse's stepwise transformation approach
to synthesizing a program. However, there are a few drawbacks or features which
have to be handled with care in the development of the numerical analysis routines.
As discussed briefly in Section 4.5, the 0[x]n notation appearing in the standard
output form of the Series[] function is only used to represent omitted terms of
order Xn and higher. Mathematica uses SeriesData objects, rather than ordinary
expressions, to keep track of the order and expansion point, and to do operations on
the power series. Each SeriesData object has a long internal structure storing all
the information about the power series. Since the standard output form is very differ-
ent from the internal form, sometimes manipulating power series with the Series []
function can give mysterious results to not-so-experienced Mathematica users. Also,
the O[x]n appearing in the standard output form may easily be confused with the
usual mathematical Big-O notation.
Another problem I experienced was with the Expand[] and ExpandAll O func-
tions. It is not always clear how much Expand [expr] would expand the expression
expr and the reference guide gives almost identical descriptions for these two func-
tions. I also discovered that if expr is an equation rather than a simple expression, it
would be expanded less by Expand []. Not-so-experienced Mathematica users need to
be aware that these functions are implemented to work properly only on expressions.
ExpandAll [] expands equations as much as simple expressions.
The Coefficient C] and Exponent [] are some other functions which I have ex-
perienced problems when applying them on equations. Similarly, they are imple-
mented to deal with expressions only. To find the order of the truncation error, the
Exponent [] function is used. Exponent [expr, form, h] is documented as applying h
to the set of exponents with which form appears in expr, and the default taken for
h is Max. However, Exponent [expr, form] does not always give the same "maximum
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exponent" as Exponent [ezpr, form, Max] does.
Lastly, there was another problem with computing multivariable Taylor series.
Series [] can be used to generate power series in a sequence of different variables.
The manual states that Series [expr, x, xo, nw, y, yo, ny] finds series expansion with
:respect to y then x and an example would be:
In[1]:= Series[Exp[x y], {x, 0, 3, (y, 0, 3)]
2 3
4 y 4 2 y 4 3 4
Out[1]= 1 + (y + O[y] ) x + (-- + O[y] ) x + (-- + O[y] ) x + O[x]
2 6
This is not quite the right way of expanding the multivariable series. The way
:I tried to resolve this problem and still make use of Series [] to compute the mul-
tivariable series was multiply each variable by e and had e tends to 0 to force the
variables to tend to 0. After getting the series about the point e = 0, substitute
e by 1 to eliminate e from the power series. Such a technique can be found in the
discretization of a2f(A,y) in Appendix D but this may not be the perfect method to
accomplish this.
7.4 Future Work and Conclusion
Because the experimental results were not conclusive in some areas, it would be
desirable to look for theoretical results or counter examples to support the patterns
and predictions that were generated in the course of developing this package. Concrete
examples are:
* Give theoretical proof for the relationship between the number of points used
in a finite difference operator, the order of the derivative and the order of the
truncation error, or disprove the relationship by finding a counter example.
(Section 4.4)
* Prove whether the total Error ] term of the discretization of a product of
derivatives can be simply taken as the sum of the Error [] terms in the indi-
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vidual discretizations and simplified. (Section 5.4)
* Prove whether discretizing a derivative of product directly and discretizing its
expanded form will give truncation errors of the same order, if the same dis-
cretization method is used. (Section 5.5)
As discussed in this thesis report earlier, the order of the truncation error is not the
absolute measure for accuracy, but the order of the global error is. Another approach
would be to extend the numerical analysis package to compute also the global error
in the discretization, and to study relationship between the local truncation error and
the global error.
Referring back to Section 2.4, other possible future developments include automat-
ing the recognition of parabolic equations and hyperbolic equations, formalizing the
models of finite difference approximations algorithms into theories, and automating
the handling of boundary conditions.
Last but not least, the stability of a finite difference scheme can be checked using a
quantifier elimination algorithm, which is being studied and is not yet mature enough
to incorporate into Sinapse. (see [4, 5])
To conclude this thesis report, I would like to give an evaluation on the work I did
in this project. The basic automatic truncation error analysis toolkits are sufficient
and they allow more advanced applications to be built on top. However, sometimes
tlhere were not enough experimental evidences or theoretical proofs to support the
patterns I conjectured from the results I obtained. Furthermore, there are quite a
few areas in which more work can be done to continue developing the whole automatic
numerical analysis package.
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Appendix A
Implementation
(* Basic Toolkits *)
(* Specifications *)
fdOp::usage = "fdOp[var, contdim, k, n, e returns a <operator, order>
where the first element is an algebraic expression for the k-point
finite difference operator for the nth derivative of var wrt contdim,
evaluated at e, and the second element is the order of accuracy."
Operator::usage = "Operator[pair] returns the first element of the
<operator, orderofaccuracy> pair returned from fdOp."
Ord::usage = "Ord[pair] returns the second element of the
<operator, orderofaccruacy> pair rerurned from fdOp."
Discretize::usage = "Discretize[var, contdim, k, n, e] returns an
algebraic expression for the k-point finite difference operator for
the nth derivative of var wrt contdim, evaluated at e with the error
term added to it expressed in Error[] notation."
ExtractOperator::usage = "ExtractOperator[expr] extracts the finite
difference operator free from the error term where expr is returned
from Discretize."
ExtractError::usage = "ExtractError[expr] extracts the error term free
from the finite difference operator where expr is returned from
Discretize."
MiddleOp::usage = "MiddleOpEvar, contdim, n, o returns a central
difference operator for the nth derivative of var wrt contdim, with o
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(or o+1 when o is odd) as the order of leading error."
GeneralOp::usage = "GeneralOp[var, contdim, n, o, e] returns a finite
difference operator for the nth derivative of var wrt contdim, with o
as the order of leading error, and e the offset of evaluation point
from a grid point. (O <= e < 1)"
EquidistantP::usage = "EquidistantP[k, h, y] returns the k-point
equidistant interpolating polynomial (lagrange form) of y[x] with
spacing h."
ErrorOrder::usage = "ErrorOrder[expr, hi returns the order of h in
the leading term in expr."
ErrorTerm::usage = "ErrorTerm[expr, h] returns the leading term in
expr in Error[h] notation."
(* Code *)
(* For the Series function to work properly, we need to express e in
Interger or Rational form when calling these functions. *)
fd0p[var_, contdim_, k_Integer, n_Integer, e_] :
Module[{h = delta[contdiml, op, err, y},
If[k < 1 II n < 0 II k <= n,
Print[ "k has to be positive and > n;
n has to be non-negative."],
op = D[EquidistantP[k, h, y, {x, n}] /.
{x -> e h, y[i_] -> shiftIt[var, contdim, i-el};
err = Normal[Series[op, {h, O, k-n+1}] - D[var, {contdim,n}]];
{op, ErrorOrder[err, h}]
1;
Operator[pair_] := pair[[1]];
Ord[pair_] := pair[[2]];
(* This recursive implementation of Discretize dose not work because
the leading error terms for the 2 operators cancel each other.
Discretize[a_+b_, vars___] :=
SimplifyError[Discretize[a, vars] + Discretize[b, vars]];
Discretize[a_ + b_, contdim_, k_, n_, e_] :=
Module[(op, h = delta[contdim], err = O, i = 0},
op = ExtractOperator[Discretize[a, contdim, k, n, e]] +
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ExtractOperator[Discretize[b, contdim, k, n, ell];
While[err === 0,
err = Normal[Series[op, {h, O, ill -
D[a + b, {contdim, n}]];
i++];
op + ErrorTerm[err, hi
i;
Discretize[var_, contdim_, kInteger, n_Integer, e_] :
Module[{h = delta[contdiml, op, err, y},
If[k < i 11 n < 0 I k <= n,
Print ["Have to discretize in a positive number of points
and the order of derivative has to be non-negative."]];
op = D[EquidistantP[k, h, y, {x, n}] /.
{x -> e h, y[i_] -> shiftIt[var, contdim, i-el};
err = Normal[Series[op, {h, O, k-n+l}] - D[var, {contdim,n}]];
op + ErrorTerm[err, hi
1;
ExtractOperator[expr_] := expr /. Error[h_] -> 0;
ExtractError[lhs_==rhs_] :=
SimplifyError[ExtractError[lhs] + ExtractError[rhsll];
ExtractError[expr_] :=
TimeConstrained[Simplify[expr - (expr /. Error[h_] -> 0)], 10];
(* ExtractError in Vlerror.m *)
ExtractError[rhs_==lhs_, orhs_==olhs_] :=
SimplifyError[TimeConstrained0p[Simplify, (rhs-orhs)-(lhs-olhs)]];
ExtractError[expr_] := expr - (expr /. Error[h_] -> 0);
Middle0p[var_, contdim_, nInteger, oInteger]
Module[{k, e},
If[OddQ[o], k = n+o, k = n+o-11];
e = (k + 1)/2;
Discretize[var, contdim, k, n, e]
1;
GeneralOp[var_, contdim_, nInteger, oInteger, e_] :=
Module[{k, a},
k = n + o;
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a = e - Floor[e];
(* possible to use 1 fewer point if central differencing
is possible *)
If[EvenQ[o] && ((OddQ[n] && e == 1/2)11(EvenQ[n] && e == 0)),
k--];
(* evaluate at a point close to the middle *)
If[a == O, a = Ceiling[k/2], a = Floor[k/2] + a];
Discretize[var, contdim, k, n, a]
1;
(* auxiliary functions *)
EquidistantP[k_, h_, y_] :=
Sum[ly[i] Product [If[j!=i, (x - j h)/(i h - j h), 1], {j, 1, k}],
{i, 1, k}];
ErrorOrder[expr_, h_] :=
If[ErrorAux[expr, h === 0,
StringJoin["no error in ", ToString[h]],
ErrorAux[expr, h];
ErrorAux[expr._, h] :=
Module [{exponents},
exponents = Complement[Exponent[ExpandAll[expr], h, List],
{0}];
(* need to ExpandAll expr in order for Mma function Exponent
to work properly *)
If[exponents === {},
0,
Min [exponents]]
1;
ErrorTerm[expr_, h] :=
If[ErrorAux[expr, h] === 0,
0,
Error[h ^ ErrorAux[expr, h]]];
shiftIt[var_, dim_, amt_] := var /. (dim -> dim + amt delta[dim]);
delta[dim_] : =: ToExpression[StringJoin["d", ToString[dim]]];
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(* Analyzing User-specified Approximation *)
(* Specifications *)
ErrorGeneralOp: :usage = "ErrorGeneralOp [operator, contdim, der]
returns the error term when operator is used to approximate der, where
contdim is the discretized dimension. If operator does not
approximate der, a warning is returned instead."
ErrorGeneralExpr::usage = "ErrorGeneral[approx, contdim, exact]
returns the error term when approx is used to approximate exact, where
condtim is a list of the discretized dimensions. If approx does not
approximate exact, a warning is returned instead."
(* Code *)
(* If exact contains terms such as f[d + dx] rather than only
f[x], f'[x], one way to get around is to make a shift in all
necessary terms in op. *)
ErrorGeneralOp[op_, contdim_, exact_] :=
Module[{h = delta[contdiml, err = O, i = 0},
(* if op and exact are identical, no error *)
If [Expand[op] === Expand[exact],
Return [0]];
(* longer and longer Taylor's series until 1st error term
appears *)
While[err === 0,
err = Normal[Series[op - exact, {h, O, i}]];
i++];
(* check for consistency *)
If[(err /. h -> 0) === 0,
ErrorTerm[err, hi,
Return[Print[op, " doesn't approx. ", exact]]]];
adjustOffset[op_, contdim_, exact_] :=
Module [{offset},
offset = Cases[{exact}, f_[___, contdim + o_, ___] -> {f, o},
Infinity];
{op /. offsetRules[offset, contdim],
exact /. delta[contdim] -> 0}];
offsetRules[offset_, contdim_] :=
Map[(#[[1]][a___, contdim + b_., c___] ->
#[[1]][a, contdim + b - #[[2]], c])&, offset];
ErrorGeneralExpr[lhs_==rhs_, contdim_, exactlhs_==exactrhs_] :
ErrorGeneralExpr[lhs-rhs, contdim, exactlhs-exactrhs];
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ErrorGeneralExpr[approx_, contdim_, exact_] :=
Module[{approxl, exactl, contdiml, contdim2, err = O, i = 0},
If[Expand[approx] === Expand[exact],
Return[O];
If[Head[contdim] === Symbol, contdiml = {contdiml,
contdiml = contdim];
(* only get errors for those dimensions that are indeed
discretized *)
contdim2 = DeleteCases[
Map[If[MemberQ[approx, delta[#], Infinity], #]&,
contdiml], Null];
Print [contdim2];
If[contdim2 == {},
Return[Print [approx, " doesn't approx. ", exact]]];
approxl = approx /. eRules[contdiml];
exactl = exact /. eRules[contdiml];
While[TimesQQMap[ErrorAux[err, delta[#]]&, contdim2] === 0,
err = Normal[Series[approxl - exacti, {e, O, i}]];
i++];
(* check for consistency *)
If[(err /. e -> O) === 0,
err = err /. e -> 1;
Map[(ErrorTerm[err, delta[#]])&, contdimil,
Return[Print[approx, " doesn't approx. ", exact]]]];
eRules [contdim_] :=
Map[(delta[#] -> e delta[#])&, contdim];
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Appendix B
Testing Central Differencing
(* Testing fd.Opl[k, n] function:
fdOpl[k_Integer, n_Integer] :=
Module[{op, err},
op = operator[k, (k + 1)/2, n, h, y[x + h(# - (k+1)/2)]&];
err = Series[op, {h, O, k-n+3}] 
- D[y[x], {x, n}];
{op, err}
]
I:n[1]:= fdOp [2, 1]
-h
y[ -- + x]
COut[1]= {-( )
h
h
y[- + x]
2
hIL
(3) 2 (5)
y [x] h
24
4
y [x] h 5
---------- + O[h] }
1920
In[2]:= fdOpl[3, 1]
-y [-Ih + x]
Out [2]= {----- +
2I h
(3) 2
y[h + x] y [x] h
-__ 
_ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - +
2h 6
(5) 4
y [x] h 6
------ 
+ O[h] }
120
In[3 := fdOpl[3, 2]
-2 yx]
Out[3]= {-
2
h
y[-h + x]
+ --
2
h
y[h + x]
+- ------
2
h
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y [x] h y [x] h 5
> ---------- + ---------- + [h] }
12 360
In[4] := fdOpl[4, 1i
-3 h
yE . + x]
2
Out [4] = -----------
24 h
(5)
-
3 y [x] h
640
-h h 3 h
9 y-- + x] 9 y- + x] yE--- + x]
2 2 2
8h 8h 24h
4 (7) 6
y [x] h 7
---------- 
+ O [h }
3584
In[53:= fdOpl[4, 2]
-3 h -h h 3 h
y ---- + x] y[-- + x] y[- + x] yE--- + x]
2 2 2 2
out5= ----------- - ------- ---- + --------
2
2h
(4) 2
2
2h
(6)
2
2h
2
2h
4
5 y [x] h 91 y [x] h 6
> ------------ + ----- [h]-------- + 
24 5760
I:n[6]:= fdOpi [4, 3]
-3 h -h h 3 h
y[---- + x] 3 y[-- + x] 3 y[- + x] y[--- + x]
2 2 2 2
Out[6]= -(-----------) + ----------- -- ----
3
h
(5) 2 (7)
3
h
3
h
3
h
4
y [x h 13 y [x] h 5
> ---------- + ------------- + [h }
8 1920
In[7] := fdOpl[5, 1]
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2 (6) 4(4)
y[-2 h + x] 2 y[-h + x] 2 y[h + x] y[2 h + x]
Out[7= ----------- ------------ ---------- - ----------
12 h 3 h 3 h 12 h
(5) 4
-(y x] h )
30
(7) 6
y [x] h 8
- -------- + [h }
252
In[8]:= fd0p[5, 2]
-5 yx]
Out [8=----- { -
2
2h
y[-2 h + x]
2
12 h
4 y[-h + x] 4 y[h + x]
+ ----------- +
2 2
3h 3h
y[2 h + x]
2
12 h
(6) 4 (8) 6
-(y [x] h ) y [x] h 7
-_________-- - ---------- + O[h }
90 1008
In[9]:= fdOpl[5, 3]
-y[-2 h + x] y[-h + x] y[h + x] y[2 h + x]
ut[9]= ------------ --------- + ----------
3 3 3 3
2h
(5)
h
2 (7)
h 2h
4
y [x] h y [x] h 6
> ---------- + ---------- + [h] }
4 40
In[10]:= fdOpl[5, 4]
6 yxl y[-2 h + x] 4 y[-h + x] 4 y[h + x]
Out [10= ------ { ----------- - ----------- - ---------- +
4
h
(6)
4
h
4
h
2 (8)
4
h
4
y[2 h + x]
4
h
y [x] h y [x] h 5
---------- + ---------- + [h }
6 80
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Appendix C
Simplifying Error Terms
(* Specifications *)
SimplifyError::usage = "SimplifyError[expr] groups and simplifies
the error terms in expr, returning the new expr."
TestRules::usage = "TestRules tests the rules for simplifying the
error terms."
(* Assume errors are all in positive powers of step sizes *)
SimplifyError[expr_] := Expand[expr] //. ErrorRules
ErrorRules = {
n_?NumberQ Error[x_] :> Error[x],
x_^m_. Error[x_^n_.] :> Error[x-(m+n)],
p_?ErrorFreeQ Error[x_] :> Error[x] /; ExclusiveVarQ [p, x],
Error[x_^y_. w_ . + Error[xzz_. w_.]
:> Error[xz w] /; y >= z,
Error[x_] m_ :> Error x^m],
Error[x_] Error[y_] :> ErrorEx y],
Error[x_] + Error[x_] Error[y_] :> Error x]
};
ErrorFree [expr_] := FreeQ [expr, Error];
ElimPower[expr_] :=
If[Head[expr] === Power,
exprE [[1 l],
expr];
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ExclusiveVarQ[expr_, vars_] :=
Module[{sl, s2},
si = ListQexpr;
sl = Map[ElimPower, If[!(Head[sl === List), {sl}, sl]];
s2 = ListQQvars;
s2 = Map[ElimPower, If[!(Head[s2] === List), {s2}, s2]];
Intersection[si, s2] === {}
];
(* Testing rules for simplifying error terms *)
TestRules :=
Module [{},
Print[SimplifyError[Error[dx] - Error[dyll]]];
Print[SimplifyError[3 Error[dx] + 1.5 Error[dx]]];
Print [SimplifyError [
c12 Error[dx] + dy Error[dy] + dx Error[dt]]];
Print[SimplifyError[Error[dx] + Error[dy] + Error[dx]]];
Print[SimplifyError[Error[dx^2] + Error[dx511];
Print [SimplifyError [
Error[dx] + Error[dz] + Error[dx^2] + Error[dz]]];
Print[SimplifyError[Error[dx] + Error[dx] + Error[dy] +
Error[dx^3] + Error[dz]]];
Print[SimplifyError[Error[dx dy] + Error[dx'3 dy]]];
Print[SimplifyError[Error [dx2 dy] + Error[dx'4 dy]]];
Print[SimplifyError[Error[dx^2] Error[dy]]];
Print[SimplifyError[Error [dx3] Error[dx611];
Print[SimplifyError[Error[dx] + abc + Error[dx-211];
Print[SimplifyError[Error[dx] Error[dy] abc]];
Print[SimplifyError[Error[dx] 4 Error[dx'2] 61];
1;
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Appendix D
Discretizing Mixed Derivatives
(* Approximate df^2/dxdy *)
In[29]:= Out[14]/(2 dx 2 dy)
Out[291= (f[-(dx e) + x, -(dy e) + y - f[-(dx e) + x, dy e + y] -
> f[dx e + x, -(dy e) + y] + f[dx e + x, dy e + y) / (4 dx dy)
In[30]:= Series[/, {e, 0, 4]
(1, 1)
Out [301]= f
2
Ex, y] e +
3 (1,3)
2 dx dy f
3
Ex, y 2 dx dy f
(3,1)
[x, y]
(-------------------- + ---------------------) e
3
4
3 5
> -------------------------------------------------- + O[e]
4 dx dy
(1, 1)
Out[31]= f
2 (1,3)
2 (dy f
2 (3,1)
Ix, y] + dx f
4
x, y]) e
Lx, y] e + ---------------------------------------- +
6
5
> o[e]
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In [311 : Simplif y R.
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